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Physics. - "The P-T-X-spacial f~qure for a system 0/ two com
ponents wMch are miscible in the solid or liquid crystalline 
state in all P1'op01'tions." By Prof. A. SMITS. (Communicated 
by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS). 

When we project the spacial figul'e mentioned in the title above 
it appears that its most remal'kable feature is this that three two 
sheet sllrfaces must interseet viz. the vapour-liquid bh eet, the vapour
mixed-erystal sheet, and the hquid-mixed-crystal sheet, of which we 
know that fol' the simplest case, i.e. fol' the case that these sheets 
possess neither maximum nor minimum, they bhow great resemblance 
in form. 

To examine how thlS intersection takes place we consider first of 
all a p-:v-figure for a temperature below the triplepoint temperature 
of the two components. 

If we caU as is usual, the component with the highest vapour 
tension (and the lowest triple-point temperature) A, this p-x-diagram 
has a shape as indicated in fig. 1. 

On line a c b we find the IllIxed-crystal phases, which coexist with 
the vapour phases, which He on the line a cl b. 

Between these two curves hes the region fol' vapour + mixed· 
.. crystal, G + F, and above the line a c b the region for the mixed· 

crystals F, and under a db the region of the vapour G. If now 
we choose a temperature above the triple-point temperature of A, 
but below that of B, and if we assume for a moment that at the 
temperatnre considered A, is found in asolid, so supel'solidified 
state, we -get a p-x-figure as indicated by af b g a in fig. 2, which 
is quite analogous to that represented in fig. 1. 

Solid A, however, lJeing metastable at tbis tempel'ature, part of 
this p-x-figure wIll be metastable on the A-side, and now the question 
rises what slable equilIbria will take the place of these metastable 
equilibria. 

This is immediately seen when we irnagine the case, that the two 
components are liquid at the temperatUl'e considered, and so B occurs 
in superliquefied state. 

In this case we should find a p-x-figure as indicated by cl cl [J Ct 

where we notice that cl lies below b, and c above a, band c 
denoting the vapour tension of metastable states of A and B. 

'rhe line cld indlca.tes here the liquid phases coexisting wIth 
vapour phases on cgg. 

The p-,v-figure af b [J a being metastable on the side of A and 
cl dg c being metastable on the side of B, it is at ouce eVIdent thal 

,I 
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the stabie lN'-figul'e will contain the lefthand part of the t'ormer and 
the righthand part of the latter p-:r-figure, which parts will meei 
where a vapour phase coexists at the same time with a liq uid phase 
and with a mixed-Cl'Ystal phase. 

As follows from the diagram the vapour branches of the two 
p-x-figures intersect in g, ::'0 th at 9 is a vapour which does not only 
coexist with the liquid I, but also with the mixed-crystal phase f. 

80 the three-phase-equilibrium G + L + F, which is non-variant 
at constant temperature constitutes lhe lran::,ition between the series 
of mixed-crystal phases aj, and the series of liquid phases ld, which 
can coexist at a series of pressures with vapoUl' ph as es of different 
concentration. 

We find the region of the liquid L above the line dl and the 
region of the mixed crystals F above the line af. The two regions 
are separated by a l'egion of liquid + mixed crystals lying between 
the lines Iq and jq. 

If we now draw some p-tv-fig'lIl'es corresponding with different 
temperatUl'es in the same graphical repl'esentation beginning with the 
triple point temperatllre of A, and euding with the triple-point tem
peratul'e of B, we get "vhat is repl'esented in fig. 3. 

Figllre ab cOl'l'esponds to the triple point temperatm'e of A and a:1b3 

to that of B, the p·x-fignres a1b l and a
2
b2 referring to intermediate 

temperatures. 
From this collection of p-x-figllres we see that when we join the 

cOITesponding points of the different three-phase-pressure lines glj, 
a three-phase-l'egion is formed composed of two two-phase-regions, 
first of the two-phase-region for the equilibria between vapour and 
liquid, alld secondly of a two-phase-l'eg'ion for the coexistence of 
liquid and mixed crystals, 

If we think the p-,v-diagrams corresponding with the different 
temperatures placed in succession, the vapour-lines form a vapour
sheet, the liquid-lines a liqnid-sheet, and the mixed-crystal-lines a 
mixed -cry s tal-shee t, 

'rhe !ine b,l/g l a3 indicates the intersection of the vapour-sheet of the 
mixed-crystals I) with lhe vapoul'-sheet of the liquid phases, the line 
bll1aa that of the liquid sheet of the mixed-crystals with the liquid 
sheet of the vapour phases, and bjj1aa the line along which the mixed
crystal sheet of the liquid phases intersects the mixed-crystal sheet 
of the vapour phases. 

1) By the vapour sheet of the mixed crystals we must understalld here the 
vapour sheet coexisting with the mixed·crystal sheet. 
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All this becomes perfectly cleal' when we considel' the spacial 
l'epresentation, fig, 4, to the I'igld of the plane VI v, Va V 4 • 

SA is the tl'ipiepoint of the component A 

SB " " " "" " B 
eSA is the vfLpour-pressure-line of solid A 
SAJ{A" " " " liquid A terminating in the 

critica I point KA. 
aSB is the vapour-pl'essure-line of solid Band 

SBJ{B" " 
critical point KB' 

" 
" liquid B terminating in the 

SAS'A is the melting-point-line of A and SÉS'E the meliing-point
line of B. 

SA g SB! SA is the three-phase-region discussed before, and the 
v,x-section drawn between the triple-points SA and SB shows that 
SAg SÉ is the vapour line, SA l SB the liquid line, and SA! SB the 
mixed-cl'ystal line. 

On the two-phase-region SAP SB l SA lie the vapour and liquid 
phases which are in equilibrium with the mixed-crystaIs, and on 
the two-phase-region SA lSn! SA are found the liquid and the mixed
crystal phases which can coexist with the 7apour. 

The two-sheet surface for mixed-crystal and Iiquid rests on this 
lat ter two-phase-region, which sl1rface will in general be very steep. 
It has been assumed in the spacial figure that as is actually the 

case as a rule, dp of the melting-point lines of the components is 
dt 

at first posüive, which causes the two-sheet surface mentioned to 
run to higher tempel'atures with incl'easing pressul'e, which is here 
represented in an exaggerated manner. 

A consequence of this situation is this that, as has been indicated 
in the section, at a tempm'atl1re IJ7ing between the triple-point tem
peratm'es of A and B, the region fol' liquid a.nd mixed crystal ceases 
to exist above a cel'tain pressure, 1', so that the t11ree l'egions of 
two-phase equilibria., mixed-crystal-vapour, liquid-vapour, and mixed
crystal-liquid are limited on all sides. 

It is evident that when dp is negative fol' both melting-point lines, 
dt 

point l' will not lie on the melting-point line of the component A, 
but on that of B. . 

In the case that the two components pass into the flllid-cl'ystalline 
state before melting, the spacial figul'e of such a system is represented 
by the whole of figure J fol' the simplesi case. 

, 
I 
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The Ieftha,nd part agrees then perfectly with BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOMIS 

spacial figul'e, 0 A and OB not representing the melting-points under 
vapour-pressure, but the tra,nsition points of the two components 
under vapoul' pressure, i. e. the points where the ordinary cl'ystalline 
state passes to the tIuid cl'ystalline state under t11e pressure of its 
vapour. 

If this spacial figm'e is cut by a plane of constant pressnre, we 
get, at least if this pressure is chosen high en'ough, the simplest 
imaginabie T-X-fignre of a system of two components, each of which 
possesses a stabie fluid-crystalline modification. 

The other possible cases may be easily derived from this spaeial 
figure. 

Amste1,dam June 1908. Anol'g. LYtem. Laboratorium 

of the University. 

Physics. - "Tlte liquefaction of helium". By Prof. H. KAIIIERLINGH 

ONNES. Oommunication N°. 108 from the Physical Laboratory 
at Leiden. 

9 1. Met/wd. As a fil'st step on the road towards the liquefaction 
of helium the theory of VAN DER ·WAALS indicated the determination 
of its isotherms, particularly for the tempel'atures which are to be 
attained by means of l~quid hydl'ogen. From the isothel'ms the critical 
Iluantities may be calculated, as VAN DER W HLS did in his Dissertation 
among otbers for the permanent gases of FARADAY, whieh had not 
yet been made liquid then, either by first deret'mining a and b, Ol' 

by applying the law of the corresponding states. Led by the consi
derations of Comm. N°. 23 (Jan. 1896n and by the aid ofthe critical 
quantities the conditioI1s fol' the liquefaction of the examined gas may 
be fQund by starting from another gas with the same mimber of 
-atoms in the molecule, whicb bas been made liquid in a certain 
appal'atus. By a cOl'l'esponding pl'ocess in an apparatus of the same 
farm and of eOl'responding dimensions tbe examined gas may be 
made liquid. 

1) [Developed in view of the sl,llical liquefaction of hydrogen and the obtaining 
of a permanent bath of liquid hydrogen (Comm. N°. 94() at which I was working 
thenJ. 

By [] will be designed additions made in the translation. 


